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I have to say, the first book talk for The Dollhouse seemed so scary! I do love setting books in architectural
landmarks and using dual time periods, so I definitely have a trend going on there. What has been the high
point in your writing journey from the release of The Dollhouse to now? What are you reading now and what
do you recommend for the summer? This is spreading very rapidly. It was at a library in Westport, CT and
there were more people than I expected to show up for a debut author. This can be found via a search engine.
Keeping with iconic Manhattan landmarks, her fabulous new release, The Address is set in alternating
timelines; in the late s during the building of the Dakota, the architecturally stunning residence on the upper
west side of Manhattan, Sara, a housekeeper at a fancy London hotel meets Theo, the talented NYC architect,
takes a job at the newly built Dakota, and crazine Last year, author Fiona Davis published her wonderful
debut, The Dollhouse, rich in history about the Barbizon Hotel in NYC. In , fresh out of rehab and penniless,
designer Bailey, a descendant of the wealthy Dakota architect, without genetic proof, is not in line for the
healthy inheritance. Keeping with iconic Manhattan landmarks, her fabulous new release, The Address is set
in alternating timelines; in the late s during the building of the Dakota, the architecturally stunning residence
on the upper west side of Manhattan, Sara, a housekeeper at a fancy London hotel meets Theo, the talented
NYC architect, takes a job at the newly built Dakota, and craziness ensues. It is a tall structure within the
massive development named Downtown Dubai , which includes the centerpiece super-tall building, the Burj
Khalifa. Candid videos shows there was no fire alarm; sprinklers or proper evacuation procedures. Can you
tell me a little about what you are working on now? Commenting on the speed with which the fire spread,
Jonathan Gilliam, a CNN law-enforcement analyst, said, "This is looking absolutely horrific. Then, debris fell
from the building and dark plumes of smoke were seen emanating from the skyscraper. From your first public
book talk to a People Magazine feature, you have accomplished so much in such a short time! My knees were
definitely knocking. But I loved every minute of it, especially answering questions after the reading. The
readers are so knowledgeable and inquisitive and their support has been amazing. Their budding relationship
remains hidden from his wife and children as they bond, it turns passionate and a crime is committed. The
tower was topped out in April , and was then the sixth tallest building in Dubai. With two connected stories,
old New York, ornate architecture, an illicit affair, an illegitimate child, an insane asylum, and the beautiful
Dakota on the upper west side, The Address is a perfect mix of history and mystery, fast pace and fun. They
cannot obtain a precise update from the hotel group nearly 2 years after the fire.


